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Continuation Vehicles
To Continue or Not Continue...
That may not be how the saying actually goes, but it is a
question that many sponsors are increasingly asking
themselves. GPs previously used continuation vehicles to
move unrealized portfolio investments out of a fund
nearing the end of its lifespan. More recently, GPs and LPs
are employing them as a way to create additional exit
alternatives.
Historically preserved for underperforming assets, lenders
and investors have started pursuing these structures more
aggressively. Growing market acceptance has led to
opportunities for GPs to realize low-cost financing and
potentially exchange LP equity with more debt-like
instruments.
The resurgence of continuation funds drove the secondary
market for LP equity to a record $132B in 2021, and is
expected to reach $150B+ in 2022. GP-led value accounted
for more than half of the market. Single asset continuation
vehicles represented nearly half of the GP-led volume
during the period. (Source: PitchBook)

Source: PitchBook

When to Consider a Continuation Vehicle
A continuation vehicle can be tailored to the specifics of the situation, granting the flexibility to acquire a
single portfolio company or multiple portfolio companies. Further, existing LPs are provided the option to sell
their pro rata interest or roll their investment into the new vehicle.
Why a continuation vehicle might be the right option:
•
•
•
•
•

Allows GPs to hold prized portfolio assets longer than a traditional fund lifespan
Provides more runway for assets with improving fundamentals
Offers existing LPs an optional liquidity event
Provides an option for fresh capital to fund expansion
Offers an alternative to a full exit where management can also achieve liquidity

How We Can Help
FocalPoint’s Capital Advisory Group can provide support in structuring continuation vehicles and lead
capital raising efforts for both debt and equity to finance these transactions

Debt Financing

Growth Capital

Change of control may require a
new lender

Investor Base Expansion

Replace or expand LP investor
base with passive investors

Access to secondary market

Advisor to GPs

Valuation Services

Independent valuation and
fairness opinions

Capital Advisory Group
FocalPoint has become a leading Capital Markets advisory firm by working relentlessly to structure and source
financing solutions that solve clients’ capital needs. Utilizing a nationwide network of longstanding
institutional relationships and a deep array of transactional experiences, FocalPoint can structure and
negotiate customized capital solutions tailored to the client’s specifications.

Capital for Mergers & Acquisitions
In M&A transactions with accelerated timelines, FocalPoint manages all facets of the lender process, allowing the client to focus on equity
diligence

to support the acquisition
of an ecommerce apparel
company

Growth Capital & Dividends
Active relationships with key decision makers at a variety of lending institutions ensure a highly competitive process

Refinancing
FocalPoint’s diligence process identifies and helps position potential credit considerations to achieve optimal outcomes
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